
Original Site

1. Provide general overview of organization/
product, most important info.
2. Provide a starting point for site 
navigation.
3. Help users answer basic questions.
4. Provide shortcuts to popular or critical 
functions/areas of the site.
5. Assist users w/ finding help if they need it.
6. Show personality of organization
7. News/alerts.

1. Help users create or access their accounts 
(create and login forms on same page)
2. Let users know why they might want an 
account.
3. Let users know what they can do with their 
account.
4. Be authoritative and reassuring (accounts 
are secure, helpful)
5. Let users know what the limitations of not 
having an account are.

1. Access main account functions.
2. Accomplish popular/critical tasks
3. View general account status information 
(balance, recent account activity, etc)
4. Display account/user details
5. Let users know where they are on the site.

1. Show detailed information for individual 
card.
2. Lead directly to popular/critical functions 
related to the card.
3. Provide detailed status/balance 
information.
4. Show recent card activity.
5. Let users know where they are on the site.

1. Allow user to choose amount to add to 
card.
2. Provide information about requirements 
or restrictions for adding money to card.
3. Let users know where they are in the 
process.
4. Only the most critical info, so users are 
not distracted from the task at hand.
5. Give users information EARLY about 
limitations of adding money via website (if 
they need it immediately, should go to 
vendor or to light rail station)
6. Maybe allow user to calculate # of rides 
the amount they’re adding will cover?

1. Confirm dollar amont entered
2. Allow user to cancel or continue
3. Let them know how long it will stay in 
their cart (until they are logged out? until 
they x out the screen? will it stay after 
they’re logged out?)
4. How long it takes for purchase to be active
5. Any special considerations for their 
purchase ($200 or more info above)
6. Let them know that they’re not being 
charged yet (“pay now is misleading”, 
especially if they have their card saved)

1. Collect all necessary payment information
2. Want users to feel reassured that their 
information is secure.
3. Confirm amount being charged.
4. Give any additional information about 
delays, conditions, imitations, or additional 
tasks. (“reminder” area at the top)
5. Confirm where the money is going (card 
number, etc)
6. Let them know this is where their card is 
being charged
7. Let users know where they are in the 
process.

1. Confirm that payment was processed 
successfully.
2. Allow user to send email receipt.
3. Confirm amount paid.
4. Confirm card it was applied to.
5. Again give info about any limitations 
(“may take 24-48 hours”)
6. Give users links back to other things they 
might need to do (main account, log out, etc)

Step 1: Assess the goals 
of each page

Why isn’t main nav on top?

Small menu, not enough info, many won’t 
click if they have to download something 

(why PDFs and not regular pages?)

Why are these at the top 
of the page? If urgent, 
titles should be more 

clear.

Visual hierarchy isn’t intuitive

Awkward/vague language

Should be closer to login 
fields. Where is “create 

account?”

All needs rewriting.
kind of government/robot-ey 

voice for a public-facing service 
that serves a wide audience

Should be grouped w/ login fields, especially on login page

Needs better CTA

“Create Account” fields should be 
on the same page as “Login”

Why not display changes w/ the announcement 
instead of making users click through?

Like in page 1, if urgent, needs to look like it

Could have shortcut to 
adding value to this 

card, would make the 
process 1 page shorter.

What other shortcuts might 
be helpful on this page?

Needs to be condensed 
and clarified, and 

moved lower on the page

CTA’s for 2 major payment 
functions, should be more 

obvious & higher on page. Terms 
“Autoload” and “E-Purse” could 

also be changed/clarified.

Only show the information relevant to the 
individual ORCA card (don’t show “business account 

name” etc unless they apply)

Add CTA’s/Shortcuts 
to these functions?

Needs clarification

There’s two more steps to complete the payment 
than is depicted here, if users are watching this to 

determine where they are in the process, they 
might stop too early and not finish the task, 

leaving them frustrated and potentially stranded.

Link to fare calculator? So users can 
know exactly what they’re buying

Makes it seem like card is 
charging, change language

User needs this info earlier

Message displays in orders where not relevant

Show where user is in the process

contradicts design conventions, cart should 
be in the top-right corner of the page

Needs to be 
explained better

Info needs to be available earlier

Too close together, too easy to accidentally 
cancel, could frustrate customer and cause 

them to abandon their purchase.

Formal Language

Show where user is in the whole process, why are there two?

Need option for email confirmation

This language feels wishy-washy 
and doesn’t inspire a lot of 

confidence, people like to feel 
confident about  1) money in 

general and 2) knowing that they 
can get where they’re going. 

Unnecessary jargon, “Back to Account” 
or something would work just fine.

Step 2: Find areas for 
improvement

Everett Transit & Pierce Transit Fare Changes begin January 1st, 2019

By Bus, Train, and Ferry — 
ORCA gets you there

Login

Forgot your 
password?

Sign Up

Login ID

Password

Get a Card Register Your 
Card

Manage Your 
Cards

Rider Alerts:

Site Map    Trip Planner   Home

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Login ID
Password

Your Login ID

Password
Your Email Address

Confirm Password

Need an account?

Sign Up

Login

Forgot your login?

Have an account? 

Rgistering your ORCA card to an 
account helps you recover your 

balance if your card is lost or stolen.

Find an ORCA 
Retailer

FAQPass & Fare 
Options Contact ORCABusiness 

Accounts 
Find an ORCA 

Retailer
FAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Address:
Phone:

Add Value to Card

EDIT

See More

Phone: (206) 555-5555

Email: arealemailaddress@email.com

Account Owner: Catherine McCourt-Basham

Cards

Account Details

Announcements

Personal

Corporate xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

$55.25

$35.75 ACTIVE

ACTIVE

Number Balance Status

View

View

Stop Closure: stop number 123 in West Seattle servicing busses nunber 1, 2, 3 will be closed…

Find an ORCA 
Retailer

FAQPass & Fare 
Options Contact ORCABusiness 

Accounts 

Add money 
to your card

Automatic Fare 
Reload

View Pass 
Settings

Card Balance: $35.75

Card Type: Adult
Monthly Pass: Not Active
Automatic Reload: Not Active

Take transit frequently? 
See if one of our passes 

can save you some 
money next month.

Add any amount over 
$5 to your ORCA with 

your credit or debit card.

Activate fare reload with 
your credit or debit card, 
and money will be added 

to your ORCA when 
you’re running low.

XXXXXXXXX

Find an ORCA 
Retailer

FAQPass & Fare 
Options Contact ORCABusiness 

Accounts 

amount 4.Payment Details

Add to Card

5.Payment Confirmation

View Fares

>> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation

XXXXXXXXX

Find an ORCA 
Retailer

FAQPass & Fare 
Options Contact ORCABusiness 

Accounts 

Go to Payment

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

Credit Card - 5555Checking Acct - 1111Use Saved Payment Type

XXXXXXXXX

Your card will be charged

Balance:

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

Add to card balance

Find an ORCA 
Retailer

FAQPass & Fare 
Options Contact ORCABusiness 

Accounts 

Login ID
Password

Your Login ID

Password
Your Email Address

Confirm Password

Need an account?

Sign Up

Login

Forgot your login?

Have an account? 

Registering your ORCA card to an 
account helps you recover your 

balance if your card is lost or stolen.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

1

2

3

1
It’s valuable to have both login and 
signup options on the same page, as 
it funnels all login/signup traffic to 
one place, and saves the users extra 
clicks or frustration. If getting people 
to register their cards is the goal, the 
goal will also be to make it as easy as 
possible to do so.

2
“Forgot Your Login” has been more 
closely grouped with the login fields.

3
Detailing some of the financial 
benefits of registering an ORCA card  
can motivate users to take the extra 
step (as having an account/registering 
your card is not required to use an 
ORCA card)

1
It’s valuable to have both login and 
signup options on the same page, as 
it funnels all login/signup traffic to 
one place, and saves the users extra 
clicks or frustration. If getting people 
to register their cards is the goal, the 
goal will also be to make it as easy as 
possible to do so.

2
“Forgot Your Login” has been more 
closely grouped with the login fields.

3
Detailing some of the financial 
benefits of registering an ORCA card  
can motivate users to take the extra 
step (as having an account/registering 
your card is not required to use an 
ORCA card)

Address:
Phone:

Add Value to Card

EDIT

See More

Phone: (206) 555-5555

Email: arealemailaddress@email.com

Account Owner: Catherine McCourt-Basham

Cards

Account Details

Announcements

Personal

Corporate xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

$55.25

$35.75 ACTIVE

ACTIVE

Number Balance Status

View

View

Stop Closure: stop number 123 in West Seattle servicing busses nunber 1, 2, 3 will be closed…

Detailing some of the financial 
benefits of registering an ORCA card  
can motivate users to take the extra 
step (as having an account/registering 
your card is not required to use an 
ORCA card)

2

Manage Email Alerts3

4

1
There is an “add to cart” option when 
adding money to the ORCA card, but 
it’s difficult to access the cart if you 
don’t go to it immediately after 
adding. I added a cart icon to each 
page once the user is logged in to 
give users easy access to their carts, 
no matter their path through the site.

2
All of the card status information has 
been aggregated top-center, making 
things clear and easily visible.

3
I moved the announcements toward 
the bottom of the page (as it’s unlikely 
most users are going to check the 
ORCA site every day for general 
announcements about a huge transit 
network. However, these 
announcements of route changes are 
important, so I added an option to 
subscribe to email alerts to keep track 
of these things.

4
There seemed to be longer and 
shorter sidebar menus in different 
portions of the site with no obvious 
reason for fewer options or the lack of 
continuity. I added the longer of the 
two menus to every page so users 
could have the information they need 
at their fingertips, without much 
change to cognitive load.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

11

Add money 
to your card

Automatic Fare 
Reload

View Pass 
Settings

Card Balance: $35.75

Card Type: Adult
Monthly Pass: Not Active
Automatic Reload: Not Active

Take transit frequently? 
See if one of our passes 

can save you some 
money next month.

Add $5-$300 to your 
ORCA with your credit 

or debit card.

Activate fare reload with 
your credit or debit card, 
and money will be added 

to your ORCA when 
you’re running low.

XXXXXXXXX

1

2

3

1
Many of the tasks on this site have 
one thing or another to do with how 
much money is (or is not) on an ORCA 
card. This puts critical status 
information information front-and-
center.

2
The original version of this page had 
tasks related to individual cards 
scattered throughout the page, with 
jargon-heavy names and little context 
or explanation. These new CTA 
buttons give brief summaries of each 
options, all aggregated in one area, 
break down the previous wall of text 
into digestible chunks. This saves the 
user a lot of scanning and clicking 
back and forth before they find what 
they need. 

3
Basic card registration, reload, and 
pass information has been 
consolidated to one chunk lower on 
the page, so the user can easily see 
what they have active without diving 
too deep into any settings.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

amount 4.Payment Details

Add to Card

5.Payment Confirmation

View Fares

>> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation

XXXXXXXXX

Learn More about Access Van Payments

You can add between $5- 
$300 to your E-Purse

1

2

3
Please Note: E-Purse cannot be used on King County Metro Access Van Service

1
The original breadcrumbs for the 
purchase process only shows steps 
1-3, but leaving out the last two steps 
can cause users to end the transaction 
before it’s completed, leading to 
confusion and frustration.

2
A simplification of the transaction 
amount limitations.

3
It was important to separate and 
expand this note, as not being able to 
use this particular fare type for Metro’s 
accessibility service can cause serious 
problems for disabled users. I added a 
link to a page with information about 
the Access Van service, with verbiage 
that would be very clear to someone 
using a screen reader or other assistive 
technology.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Go to Payment

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

• Value added takes up to 48 hours to process. If you need your E-Purse to be available 
immediately, please purchase through one of our retailers.

• Tap your card within 60 days at an ORCA reader to activate. If your card has been inactive for 
more than 60 days, please contact ORCA customer service to re-activate your E-Purse.

• 

1

In the original version of this page, these 
pieces of information are there, but they’re 
heavy on jargon and light on clarity. Both of 
these pieces of information felt important to 
know before making a purchase, and are now 
explained further.

1
In the original version of this page, these 
pieces of information are there, but they’re 
heavy on jargon and light on clarity. Both of 
these pieces of information felt important to 
know before making a purchase, and are now 
explained further.

1

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

Credit Card - 5555Checking Acct - 1111Use Saved Payment Type

XXXXXXXXX

Your card will be charged
2

1
1

Showing users what saved payment types 
are available can easily cut one of the 
more time-consuming parts of an online 
purchase process (and show that the site 
is built with repeat business in mind).

2
There is a consistent problem of confusion 
among E-Commerce site users as to 
exactly when in the purchase process their 
card is being charged. It’s not consistent 
from site to site, and this can cause some 
users to make a payment before they’re 
ready, or even leave a transaction thinking 
it’s finished before the payment is 
processed. I added a little text to indicate 
to users that this CTA button will trigger a 
charge on their card. 

1
Showing users what saved payment types 
are available can easily cut one of the 
more time-consuming parts of an online 
purchase process (and show that the site 
is built with repeat business in mind).

2
There is a consistent problem of confusion 
among E-Commerce site users as to 
exactly when in the purchase process their 
card is being charged. It’s not consistent 
from site to site, and this can cause some 
users to make a payment before they’re 
ready, or even leave a transaction thinking 
it’s finished before the payment is 
processed. I added a little text to indicate 
to users that this CTA button will trigger a 
charge on their card. 

Balance:

My ORCA Account

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

Add to card balance

Please Note:
• Value added takes up to 48 hours to process.
• Tap your card within 60 days at an ORCA reader 
to activate. If your card has been inactive for more 
than 60 days, please contact ORCA customer 
service to re-activate your E-Purse.

1

2

1
These messages are important enough to 
bear repeating in the confirmation page 
(and receipt email).

2 Button text edited for clarity.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

Everett Transit & Pierce Transit Fare Changes begin January 1st, 2019

By Bus, Train, and Ferry — 
ORCA gets you there

Log In

Forgot your 
password?

Sign Up

Login ID

Password

Get a Card Register Your 
Card

Manage Your 
Cards

Rider Alerts:

1
The lack of main navigation menu 
was a missed opportunity to help 
users find their way around the 
site. I added plainly-titled menu 
options to point users directly to 
common tasks and inquiries.

2
A big chunk of this site's traffic will 
be from those trying to get or 
manage a card. Why not get users 
to what they need right away?

3
In the original version of the site, 
the login section is scattered 
across the top of the home page. 
There's also a near-hidden call-to-
action, and a “forgot password” 
link hiding on the other side of the 
page. In this version, the “Log In” 
and “Sign Up” buttons have new, 
bold colors, with a more findable 
“forgot password” link.

4
Rider alerts are important, but are 
not necessarily the first thing that 
users will go to the ORCA site to 
find. I moved them down the page 
a bit, but kept them in their green 
box to make sure they popped. 

5
I bumped the size and contrast of 
the translation links in the site’s 
footer. Transport access is critical, 
and we want to make sure the 
widest audience possible is able to 
quickly find the information they 
need.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 1

2

3

4

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese
5

Step 5: Final Draft

Login ID
Password

Your Login ID

Password
Your Email Address

Confirm Password

Need an account?

Sign Up

Login

Forgot your login?

Have an account? 

Registering your ORCA card to an 
account helps you recover your 

balance if your card is lost or stolen.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

1

2

3

1
Having both login and sign-up 
functions on the same page makes 
it easier to both direct and track all 
login and sign-up traffic through 
just one portal. 

2
“Forgot Your Login” has been 
more closely grouped with the 
login fields.

3
Detailing some of the financial 
benefits of registering an ORCA 
card  can motivate users to take 
the extra step (as users are not 
required to have an account to use 
an ORCA card)

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese

Address:
Phone:

Add Value to Card

EDIT

See More

Phone: (206) 555-5555

Email: arealemailaddress@email.com

Account Owner: Catherine McCourt-Basham

Cards

Account Details

Announcements

Personal

Corporate xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

$55.25

$35.75 ACTIVE

ACTIVE

Number Balance Status

View

View

Stop Closure: stop number 123 in West Seattle servicing busses nunber 1, 2, 3 will be closed…

Detailing some of the financial 
benefits of registering an ORCA card  
can motivate users to take the extra 
step (as having an account/registering 
your card is not required to use an 
ORCA card)

2

Manage Email Alerts

3

4
1

The user “adds to cart” when 
adding value to the ORCA card, but 
it can be hard to access the cart 
again if you don’t check out 
immediately. I added a cart to each 
page post-login in to give users 
easy access to their carts, no 
matter their path through the site.

2
All the card status information is 
now top-center on the page, 
making important information 
easier to spot right away.

3
I moved the announcements down 
the page (as it’s unlikely most 
users are going to come back and 
check every day). I also added an 
option to subscribe to email alerts 
so users can easily stay on top of 
any changes to their route.

4
The side bar menu was different 
from page to page, which can make 
it hard for users to know where to 
find the info they need. I added the 
more comprehensive menu, giving 
users more options without adding 
significantly to cognitive load.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

1

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese

Add money 
to your card

Automatic Fare 
Reload

View Pass 
Settings

Card Balance: $35.75

Card Type: Adult
Monthly Pass: Not Active
Automatic Reload: Not Active

Take transit frequently? 
See if one of our passes 

can save you some 
money next month.

Add $5-$300 to your 
ORCA with your credit 

or debit card.

Activate fare reload with 
your credit or debit card, 
and money will be added 

to your ORCA when 
you’re running low.

XXXXXXXXX

1

2

3

1
Many of the tasks on this site have 
one thing or another to do with 
how much money is (or is not) on 
an ORCA card. This puts critical 
status information information 
front-and-center.

2
The original version of this page 
had CTA's buried in a wall of text, 
with jargon-heavy names and little 
context or explanation. These new 
CTA buttons give brief summaries 
of each option grouped into one 
area, breaking down the previous 
wall of text into digestible chunks. 
This saves the user a lot of 
scanning and clicking back and 
forth before they find what they 
need. 

3
Basic registration, reload, and pass 
information has been consolidated 
and grouped so the user can have 
a quick summary of what settings 
are active.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese

amount 4.Payment Details

Add to Card

5.Payment Confirmation

View Fares

>> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation

XXXXXXXXX

Learn More about Access Van Payments

You can add between $5- 
$300 to your E-Purse

1

2
Please Note: E-Purse cannot be used on King County Metro Access Van Service

1
The original breadcrumbs for the 
purchase process only show steps 
1-3, but leaving out the last two 
steps can cause users to 
accidentally end the transaction 
before it’s completed.

2
A simpler breakdown of transaction 
limitations.

3
It was important to separate and 
expand this note, since its intended 
audience is the users of metro's 
accessibility van program. I added a 
link to more info about the Access 
Van service, with the link worded to 
be clear to someone using a screen 
reader or other assistive technology.

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese

3

Go to Payment

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

Find an ORCA 
RetailerFAQPass & Fare 

Options Contact ORCABusiness 
Accounts 

• Value added takes up to 48 hours to process. If you need your E-Purse to be available 
immediately, please purchase through one of our retailers.

• Tap your card within 60 days at an ORCA reader to activate. If your card has been inactive for 
more than 60 days, please contact ORCA customer service to re-activate your E-Purse.

• 

1

In the original version of this page, 
this information are there, but it's 
heavy on jargon and light on clarity. 
Both of these things are good to know 
before making a purchase, and are 
now explained more clearly.

1

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

Credit Card - 5555Checking Acct - 1111Use Saved Payment Type

XXXXXXXXX

Your card will be charged2

1

1
Allowing users to save payment 
methods cuts down one of the more 
time-consuming parts of an online 
purchase process.

2
E-Commerce site users are 
sometimes confused about exactly 
when in the purchase process their 
card is being charged. The language 
of online buying can sometimes be 
vague about this, leading to 
accidental buys and early page 
bouncing . I added a little text to 
show users that this CTA button will 
trigger a charge on their card. 

中⽂文 | Chinese 한국 | Korean Русский | Russian Español | Spanish Tagalog Tiếng việt | Vietnamese

Balance:

My ORCA Account

>>>> >> >>4.Payment Details 5.Payment Confirmation1. Add Value 2. Choose Amount 3. Confirm Amount

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

Add to card balance

Please Note:
• Value added takes up to 48 hours to process.
• Tap your card within 60 days at an ORCA reader 
to activate. If your card has been inactive for more 
than 60 days, please contact ORCA customer 
service to re-activate your E-Purse.

1

2

1
These messages are important 
enough to bear repeating in the 
confirmation page (and email receipt).

2 Button text edited for clarity.
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Options Contact ORCABusiness 
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Everett Transit & Pierce Transit Fare Changes begin January 1st, 2019

By Bus, Train, and Ferry — 
ORCA gets you there

Log In

Forgot your 
password?

Sign Up

Login ID

Password

Get a Card Register Your 
Card

Manage Your 
Cards

Rider Alerts:

1
The lack of main navigation menu was 
a missed opportunity to help users 
find what they need more directly. I 
added plainly-titled menu options to 
help users find their way to common 
tasks and inquiries.

2
Because this is the website for a 
transit card system, a huge portion of 
their web traffic will be from those 
trying to obtain or manage a card. 
Why not get people what they need 
right away?

3
In the original version, the login 
section is spread widely across the 
top of the home page, with a near-
hidden call-to-action, and a “forgot 
password” link that isn’t close 
enough to the “password” field itself 
to be easily located. “Log In” and 
“Sign Up” have new, bold colors, with 
a more obvious “forgot password” 
link.

4
Rider alerts are important, but are not 
necessarily the first thing that users 
will go to the ORCA site to find. 
They’vebeen moved down the page a 
bit, but remain in their green box to 
visually differentiate them from the 
more static home-page menus and 
tasks. 
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